on the right-hand Cliff of Univocity. For them, our worldly knowledge and speech apply to God in the same way as they apply to the realities of our world. There is nothing surprising or different about our knowledge and talk of God, for God is simply the most excellent reality among all the other realities of our world, different in degree but not in kind from all the other objects of our knowledge. They may acknowledge that God is mysterious, but all the while they press for clear conceptual distinctions and demand that God be conceived in human terms. For them, our knowledge and talk of God are as clear and bright as the air and sunshine which surround them on the Cliff of Univocity.
Still other Christians, however, would hold that talking about God is more like hovering dangerously between the Cliffs of Equivocity and Univocity while peering and pointing below toward the Dark Luminosity at the heart of the world. I hope to show in this article that Aquinas's understanding of God-talk-which involves a unique, complicated, and subtle weaving of negative and positive theology, of analogy and incomprehensibility-amounts to such a hovering over the abyss.
AQUINAS THE NEGATIVE THEOLOGIAN
Aquinas the negative theologian stands in a long tradition reaching back to Hellenistic Judaism, 1 Middle Platonism, gnosticism, 2 and many patristic writers. I will focus on the one we call PseudoDionysius the Areopagite as the carrier of this tradition; for he not only is the major source for Aquinas's negative theology but also stands in contrast to Thomas as an apophatic theologian. Most likely a Syrian writer who flourished around 500 and who attempted to syn-1 Echoes of Hellenistic Judaism's negative theology are found in the New Testament's assertions that God and God's ways are invisible, immortal, ineffable, indescribable, unsearchable, and untraceable (Rom 1:20; 11:33; 2 Cor 9:15, 12:4, 1 Tim 6:16).
2 Jean Danielou distinguishes the three sources: "For a Jew, to say that God is transcendent is to say that he cannot be measured by any created thing, and is therefore incomprehensible to the creaturely mind; but at the same time it is to assert that his existence can be known. For the Plantonist, to say that God is ineffable is to say that he surpasses any conception of him that the mind can form in terms of the sensible world; but it is also to affirm that, if only the mind can shake itself free from all conceptions of that kind, it will be able to grasp his essence. For the Gnostic, however, the matter goes far deeper. God is unknown absolutely, both in his essence and in his existence; he is the one of whom, in the strictest sense, nothing is known, and this situation can be overcome only through the Gnosis" ( thesize Neoplatonism with Christianity, he took the pseudonym of Paul's famous convert at Athens mentioned in Acts 17:34 and thereby gained an almost apostolic authority for his writings throughout the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance. 3 For Dionysius, God is not one of the beings; 4 the essence-surpassing God is the God removed from our knowledge, inaccessible to mind and speech and sight; 5 God is the unnameable one. 6 But Dionysius faces a problem: How can the unnameable God be praised by Scripture with all sorts of names?
7 He tries to overcome the dilemma by balancing positives and negatives, theses and denials, so that he may be true both to the scriptural praises and to the ultimate unknowability of the Nameless One. In a passage remarkable for the beautiful exactitude of its Greek rhetoric and the mystic fervor which inspires it, he writes:
God is known in all and separate from all; God is known through knowledge and through unknowing, and of him there is understanding, reason, knowledge, apprehension, perception, opinion, imagination, and name and all other things-and yet he is neither understood nor spoken nor named; he is not any of the beings nor in any of the beings is he known; he is all in all and nothing in anything; he is known to all from all, and to no one from anything. only one? The problem is compounded by the fact that, although in the third chapter of his Mystical Theology and elsewhere he clearly distinguishes rational affirmative theology from mystical negations and unknowing, in his Divine Names we often discover a mixture of positive and negative theology within rational theological discourse. However, even at the conclusion of the Divine Names, which is a work of conceptual, affirmative theology, Dionysius mentions his preference for "the way up through negations" which "guides the soul through all the divine notions, notions which are themselves transcended by that which is far beyond every name, all reason and all knowledge." 9 Although he does not treat his preferred way, that of mystical negation, until the Mystical Theology, it has nevertheless already been functioning in the Divine Names as a corrective guide for affirmative notional theology. 10 Another passage clearly distinguishes the mystical from the notional and philosophical way to God:
Theological tradition has a dual aspect, the ineffable and mysterious on the one hand, the open and more evident on the other. The one resorts to symbolism and involves initiation. The other is philosophic and employs the method of demonstration
The one uses persuasion and imposes the truthfulness of what is asserted. The other acts and, by means of a mystery which cannot be taught, puts souls firmly in the presence of God.
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I would argue that Dionysius has only one negative theology, a via negativa which is based on a mystical, nonconceptual grasp of God's transcendent supereminence and is opposed to all conceptual, affirmative, positive theology. 12 1032D-1033D] ) display the superiority, in Dionysius's eyes, of the mystical way of negation. Lossky has some fine words on the Dionysian mystical way of unknowing, which requires spiritual detachment, purgation, and the continual denial of predicates in order to prepare for ecstasy, union, and finally divinization ("Th6ologie negative" 211-18).
10 Divine Names 13.3 (980B-981B). II Letter 9.1 (1105D; Luibheid trans. 283). Dionysius remarks that Blessed Hierotheus, his esteemed teacher, was instructed (the word mucin originally meant to be initiated into the mysteries) by divine inspiration, "not only learning but also experiencing the divine things" (Divine Names 2.9 [648B]; Luibheid trans. 65). The reference to initiation reflects the liturgical underpinnings of Dionysius's mystical theology; his Ecclesiastical Hierarchy also develops an epistemology of sacramental symbols as ways to God. Rorem's study (above, n. 3) points out the many biblical allusions and liturgical symbols which undergird the positive theology of the Divine Names.
12 A more extended argument for this position may be found in Gregory Rocca, "Analogy as Judgment and Faith in God's Incomprehensibility: A study in the Theological in conceptual, notional, or rational terms. Although the negative theology which appears in the Divine Names takes the form of conceptual denials, in itself it is actually the polar opposite of all conceptual activity and is written as a corrective by one who has already been mystically plunged into the blazing, murky abyss of God. Ultimately, for Dionysius, the highest form of theology is that beatific ignorance which transpires in mystical union with God and which even transcends the very opposition between affirmation and negation.
Aquinas is indebted to Dionysius for the thesis of God's incomprehensibility; but at the same time he mitigates the starkness of the axiom about God's absolute unknowability and propounds a sanitized, domesticated version of the Dionysian via negativa so that it becomes a "way" fully at home within the confines of a positive, affirmative theology. For Aquinas, God is indeed that supereminent darkness which transcends our knowledge and leaves us in ignorance; he approves of those who say that on Mount Sinai Moses "approached the darkness in which God is"; 13 in another passage he claims, following Dionysius, that we are best joined to God in this life according to a type of ignorance which is "a kind of darkness, in which God is said to dwell." 14 We are ignorant of God because God's infinite reality and perfection surpass and exceed every conception of our intellect. 15 The ultimate human knowledge of God occurs when someone "knows that he does not know God, inasmuch as he realizes that what God is exceeds everything we understand about him." 16 Our learned ignorance is the result of our awareness that God transcends our knowledge, and thus we know that God exceeds our knowledge without knowing the divine transcendence itself. God dwells in a supereminent darkness, for the darkness of our ignorance is the direct consequence of God's infinitely dazzling light, and the very admission of our ignorance mysteriously evokes in some way a sense of God's infinite beyondness.
However, Aquinas also softens the extreme negative theology of Dionysius and his adherents, for his own negative theology is not a total 19 and that no creature can ever possess a comprehensive, infinite grasp of the divine essence, even in the beatific vision.
For Aquinas, to have a quidditative knowledge of some object is to know it essentially, i.e. to have a definition of its essence which represents the object in a comprehensive way. This is precisely the kind of knowledge we cannot possess of God in this life, though it is possible through God's grace in the beatific vision of heaven. 20 Until heaven, then, when the divine mystery will be directly present to our consciousness, God cannot be known essentially by any creaturely kind of knowledge, since no creature whose being and essence are distinct can represent the God whose being and essence are identical, for every creaturely bit of knowledge is limited to some finite aspect of reality and thus cannot represent God's infinite supereminence. Moreover, no created intellect, whose existence is a finite participation in God's existence, can by its own natural powers see the essence of God, who is the infinite and subsisting act of existence itself.
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Even more radically for Thomas, however, God's incomprehensibility means that no created intellect will ever grasp God as much as God is able to be grasped, even in heaven's eternal beatific vision. 22 23 He expresses the difference between seeing and comprehending God in heaven by a clever use of different grammatical forms of the same word: "God's very infinity will be seen but it will not be seen infinitely, God's total essence will be seen but not totally."
24 Paradoxically, the blessed will see God's infinity without comprehending it:
25 "Whoever sees God in essence, sees that which in God exists infinitely and is infinitely knowable, but this infinite mode does not belong to the seer so that he himself should know infinitely, just as someone can know with probability that some proposition is demonstrable though he himself does not know it demonstratively."
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In addition to these two theses, Thomas puts forward a tamer version of the Dionysian via negativa so that it becomes, not a mystical way to God beyond the boundaries of rational, affirmative theology, as in Dionysius, but one of three moments within the overall structure of affirmative theology which serves to correct the deficiencies and univocalist tendencies of that theology. He often affirms that we know God in three connected ways: by causality, negation, and supereminence. 27 For example, we know God is holy because God is the cause of our holiness, but we also know that God is not holy in the same way as we are holy, not because God's holiness is less than ours but because it transcends ours by its own supereminent, infinite excellence. Thus, the second or negative moment, by recourse to the third moment's heightened awareness of God's supreme excellence, corrects any possible univocalist misunderstandings of the first moment's positive affirmation which is based on God's gracious causality.
In practice, Thomas's negative theology can take three different these are corrective negative judgments applied to positive divine perfections which deny that those perfections are subject to any objective creaturely mode or limitation. For example, when we say in a positive fashion that God is good, we do not mean that God is good in the same way that humans are good, since we, unlike God, follow moral laws and have to struggle with our emotions in order to be good. 29 Finally, Aquinas recognizes what might be termed subjective modal negations: these deny that the subjective, human way in which we understand positive divine perfections are to be attributed to those perfections themselves. For example, when we say "God is wise," the proposition signifies semantically that an accidental quality inheres in a subject, but this does not mean that God's wisdom is actually an accidental quality inhering in God, for in reality divine wisdom is identical with the divine nature itself.
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For Aquinas, our knowledge of God can grow as we add the negations one to another, and we approach closer to the divine mystery by denying more and more imperfections of God and by realizing ever more deeply that we cannot impute to God our finite and creaturely modes of being and understanding. In a text imbued with mysticism, in which Thomas shows himself a worthy successor of Dionysius, the continuing negations finally burst the confines of all rational pursuits and lead us into the darkness of ignorance:
When we proceed into God through the way of negation, first we deny of him all corporeal things; and next, we even deny intellectual things as they are found in creatures, like goodness and wisdom, and then there remains in our understanding only the fact that God exists, and nothing further, so that it suffers a kind of confusion. Lastly, however, we even remove from him his very 28 For more on the three forms of Aquinas's negative theology, see Rocca, "Analogy as Judgment" 151-58. 29 Objective modal negations are the same as the via negativa understood as the second moment of the threefold way to God, which means that Aquinas's negative theology encompasses more than the via negativa. existence, as it is in creatures, and then our understanding remains in a certain darkness of ignorance according to which, as Dionysius says, we are best united to God in this present state of life; and this is a sort of thick darkness in which God is said to dwell.
AQUINAS THE POSITIVE THEOLOGIAN
Through his own prayer and his reading of mystics like Dionysius, Aquinas certainly learned the ways of negative theology, but he was also a more insistent positive theologian than the majority of mystics, at least until that December day in 1273 when he underwent the mysterious experience that left him unable to write any more 32 and led him to consider all he had written till then as mere straw. His view of God-talk, at least until that last December of his life, is a subtle and intricate weaving of negative and positive theology, the latter being the more fundamental, even though in order to thrive as theologia it must first pass through the corrective lenses of negative theology. The main reason why Thomas's positive theology takes precedence over his negative theology is that the foundational truth of his entire systematic theology is the ringing affirmation of God's pure positivity as ipsum esse subsistens, the subsisting act of being itself.
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Despite the many accents of his negative theology, therefore, Aquinas continually asserts that we can make true judgments about God's very nature and being, whether by reason or by faith. 34 He opposes those who, like Maimonides, are so tightly constrained by negative theology that they interpret seemingly positive predications like "God is good" to mean only that God is not evil or that God causes our goodness. Thomas argues that the positive nature of predications like "God is good" cannot simply be reduced to such negative or causal interpretations. Rather, he claims that such predications tell us something true about God's very nature. 31 When it is said that "God is good," the meaning is not "God is the cause of goodness" or "God is not evil/' but "that which we call goodness in creatures preexists in God," and preexists according to a higher mode. From all of this, then, it does not follow that to be good belongs to God insofar as he causes goodness, but rather vice versa, that because he is good he diffuses goodness to things.
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Aquinas is quite willing to walk a tightrope, for although his negative theology denies that we have any intuitive concept of God's essence or being, his positive theology affirms that we can make true judgments about that same divine reality; and although he supports a robust via negativa, he will not permit affirmative propositions about God to be reduced to a merely negative interpretation. How can Aquinas hold all of this together? How can he swing between the poles of positive and negative theology, partaking of both while being reduced to neither? He accomplishes this balancing act by means of the analogical predication of the divine names. 39 According to Cajetan, however, only the last type is genuine analogy, for it alone posits real perfections in both God and creatures, according to a fourfold proportionality (e.g., creatures' being : creatures :: God's being : God). In the analogy of attribution, however, the perfection only really exists in the prime analogate, while it is merely attributed to the secondary analo-35 ST 1.13.2; cf. 1.13.6. 36 In many texts (SS 1.4.1.1; 1.34.3.2.ad 3; 1.45.1.4; DV4.1.ad 10; ST 1.13.3) , Aquinas subdivides predications which refer positively to God's being into those which are metaphorically true and those which are true according to the proper and literal meaning of their terms (and hy "literal" he does not mean an iconic idea with a physical referent but rather the strict truth of a judgment). His theory of theological analogy is meant to explain how we can speak truthfully about God in a nonmetaphorical fashion. Contrariwise, much of contemporary writing on theological epistemology tends to blur the distinction between metaphor and analogy. modes in God and creatures. 43 Since being is the simplest concept of all, and since every analogical predication involves at least some concept of being, all analogy is reducible to a common univocal core of being, with its various modes arranged like layers around it. 44 Attempting to hew a middle course between Henry's equivocity and Scotus's univocity, Cajetan describes the "confused" unity of the analogous concept which lies at the heart of the genuine analogy of proper proportionality. The unity is confused because the concept is only imperfectly abstracted from its real modes in God and creatures (rather than being perfectly abstracted, as would occur with a fully univocal concept), but even such a confused analogical unity, according to Cajetan, is able to escape Henry's equivocity without falling prey to Scotus's univocity. 45 Cajetan's analogous concept, however, with its confused proportional unity, has been criticized on the grounds that it is ultimately reducible to either univocity or equivocity. 46 Realizing that Aquinas never employs the conceptus analogus of Cajetan, who succumbed to Scotus's conceptualism even as he tried to avoid his univocalism, some authors 47 49 See Rocca, "Analogy as Judgment" chaps. 6-7, 10, 13. 50 O'Neill writes that theological analogy "has to do with the linguistic expression of a knowledge about God that is held, whether rightly or wrongly, to be already acquired and to be true, even though necessarily imperfect. Those who speak in this way of analogical predication take it as given that there are judgments about God, whether of faith or reason, in which, by means of concepts drawn from the created world, the human person attains the reality of God himself. All that the theory of analogy is meant to do is to account for the oddities of linguistic expression which result from this conviction" ("Analogy" 45). 51 The conceptualistic understanding of analogy is rightfully subject to the critique of those who claim that since it is tantamount to univocity it derogates from God's glory and transcendence. Consider Barth's famous pronouncement against such a view of analogy: "I regard the analogia entis as the invention of Antichrist, and think that because of it one cannot become Catholic. process of elimination by which he chooses analogy as the only possible way to understand epistemologically what takes place in our talk about God. First, then, the very placement of Thomas's treatment of theological analogy within the larger context of his treatise on the one God shows that for him such analogy subsists in a secondary consideration reflecting back upon primary theological judgments. In three of his major works-the Summa theologiae, the Compendium theologiae, and the Summa contra gentiles-he treats of analogy only after having proved to his own satisfaction that God exists, that God is one, simple and perfect, the pure and infinite act of being, and that in creation God bestows the Divine Mystery upon creatures by creating in them a likeness to the divine nature and persons. His discussion of analogy is situated after the treatment of his core theological truths, not before, as would be our modern propensity.
The second reason for viewing Thomistic analogy as a matter of judgment is the manner in which Thomas portrays analogy as a mean between univocity and equivocity. For him, there are only three possibilities for understanding what goes on epistemologically when we talk about God's very being in a nonmetaphorical manner-univocity, equivocity, and analogy-and once he has rejected the first two alternatives on the grounds of his previous theological judgments, analogy is the only option left. In the Summa theologiae, e.g., he refuses univocity since it detracts from God's unity, simplicity, and incomprehensibility:
Nothing can be predicated univocally about God and creatures, since no effect whose production does not require the total power of its agent cause can receive a full likeness of the agent, but only a partial one; so that what occurs among effects separately and plurally, exists in the cause simply and unitedly, as the sun by its single force produces many different forms in all things beneath it. Likewise, all perfections existing in creatures separately and plurally, preexist in God unitedly. Thus, whenever any perfection term is predicated of a creature, it signifies that perfection as distinct in idea from all others: e.g., when we call a human wise we signify a perfection that is distinct from the essence, power or existence of humans; but when we call God wise we do not intend to signify anything distinct from the divine essence, power or existence. And so, when wise is predicated of a human, the name somehow circumscribes and comprehends the reality meant; but this is not the case with God, where wise does not comprehend the divine reality but lets it remain as surpassing the name's meaning. It is clear, then, that the name wise is not predicated with an identical meaning of God and humans, and the same can be said for all other names.
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ST 1.13.5.
Since Thomas already knows through his first-order theological judgments that God is one, simple and incomprehensible, univocity cannot be a valid option for his second-order theological epistemology. The same article goes on also to reject pure equivocity as a valid option since, if the divine names were equivocal, "then nothing at all could be known or demonstrated about God on the basis of creatures, for one's reasoning would always be exposed to the fallacy of equivocation"; but Thomas affirms that philosophers and Paul the Apostle (and presumably theologians like himself) have claimed to know some truths about God based on the nature of creation.
Finally, after this process of elimination, the same article maintains that names such as "wise" must be predicated of God and creatures according to analogy, i.e. proportion (which is the original etymological meaning of the Greek analogia).
Names are predicated according to proportion in two ways: either because many things bear a proportion to one reality, as medicine and urine are called healthy insofar as both possess an order and proportion to the animal's health, since medicine is a cause of health and urine is one of its signs; or because one thing bears a direct proportion to the other, as medicine and the animal are called healthy insofar as medicine is the cause of the health which exists in the animal. And in this second way some things are predicated of God and creatures analogically, neither purely equivocally nor univocally. For we are not able to name God except from creatures, and thus whatever is said about God and creatures is predicated inasmuch as the creature is ordered to God as to its causal principle in whom all the perfections of things preexist surpassingly. Now the analogical type of commonality is a mean between pure equivocity and simple univocity. For in analogical predications there is neither one meaning, as occurs in univocal predications, nor totally diverse meanings, as occurs in equivocal predications, but the name which is predicated analogically in multiple ways signifies different proportions to one single reality: as when healthy, said of urine, refers to the sign of an animal's health, but when said of medicine signifies the cause of that same health.
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Thomas does not clarify why he favors the one-to-one over the manyto-one proportion, but it is clear from elsewhere that it has to do with his desire to underscore divine freedom and transcendence, for if God and creatures were given a common name by reference to some third reality, then in his view that third reality would somehow be prior to God and determine God's being. As in Aquinas's view analogy is closer to equivocity than to univocity, 55 so is its unity to be found not in the single concept but in the single reality to which all the analogates bear some proportion, order, or relation. 56 Urine, medicine, and food can all be called healthy, by extension, because we judge them to have an intelligible relation to the single reality of animal health, which is the most natural subject for the predicate "healthy." A meaning gets extended analogically when a word is used to name a secondary analogate precisely because it is judged to have an intelligible relation to the primary analogate. Thomas also notes that in the case of God and creatures, being and naming are not on the same plane:
Since we arrive at the knowledge of God through things other than God, the reality referred to by the names predicated of God and other things exists by priority in God according to his own mode, but the meaning of the name belongs to God by posteriority, and thus God is said to be named from his effects.
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While God, ontologically speaking, is the primary locus for every analogical name shared with creatures, at the epistemic level of knowing and naming, most names (except for a few like "God" and "YHWH") find their primary home in creatures and are then extended to refer to God.
In general throughout his works, 58 Aquinas rejects univocity as an appropriate epistemology for the divine names because it would require him to contravene certain truths about God he already holds dear: e.g., that God is incomprehensible, simple, superexcellently perfect, that God does not participate in any perfection but is that perfection essentially, and that God's being and essence are identical. In a word, he rejects univocity because it derogates from the theological truth (known in judgment) of God's infinite transcendence, which he 56 Analogy for Aquinas is a kind of systematic and intelligible ambiguity or equivocity, as distinct from a haphazard and accidental homonymy. The idea of an intelligible ambiguity goes back to Aristotle's logic and metaphysics, whereas the name analogia has already established to his own satisfaction. He refuses equivocity because, at root, it would mean that we could not know anything at all about God; but he already knows he knows certain truths about God. However strange it may seem to modern ears which, accustomed to Kantian sound waves, instinctively place epistemology before ontology, and the discussion of the transcendental conditions for knowledge before the avowed fact of knowledge itself, Aquinas repudiates a univocalist epistemology on the basis of a theological ontology which subsists in judgments, and renounces an equivocalist epistemology on the grounds that it cannot do justice to the very fact that we do make true judgments about God. On the second-order level of epistemology, analogy is the only option which is genuinely responsive to the truths of Thomas's first-order web of theological judgments. Only analogy can justify epistemologically what he already knows through his theological judgments, and thus analogy can only be understood in terms of those same judgments.
But analogy is a highly paradoxical option, 59 for analogical predications say something true about God by using concepts whose meaning at the divine level we cannot really understand. To be can mean two different things, signifying either the act of being, or the propositional composition which the mind devises by joining predicate to subject. Taking to be in the first sense, we cannot know God's being, nor God's essence; but only in the second sense. For we know that this proposition which we form about God when we say "God is," is true.
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Thomas's positive theology is rather like a blind person pointing to and making true judgments about a reality which he or she cannot actually see. Even analogy itself is thoroughly suffused with a conceptual unknowing as referred to God, and with the various dialectical moments of negative theology outlined above. 62 Moreover, if we tend automatically to think of judgments as built up out of concepts, so that the truth which, because it is at infinity, is beyond the reach of our natural forces" (The Christian Philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas [New York: Random, 1956] 110). Clarke holds that through the mediation (not representation) of the analogous concept, God is situated at an "invisible apex" in an upward direction, and that a knowledge is gained which is "obscure, vector-like, indirect, non-conceptual," such that God must be affirmed and yet is still beyond representation ("Analogy" 93-95).
61 ST 1.3.4.ad 2. ST 1.13.12 and SCG 1.36 teach that we can form true affirmative propositions about God. Although the divine nature is one and simple, the mind can only know it through a plurality of judgments; but the mind also realizes that one and the same simple God corresponds to its various judgments. 62 of judgments is dependent on the meaning of concepts, in the case of theological analogy we must reverse the direction and think of the very meaning of the divine names as dependent upon the truth of theological judgments. 63 Finally, a concrete example may illumine what I think Thomas has in mind when he places analogy at the nexus of his positive and negative theology. I can point to some papers on a lectern and announce, "Here is my talk"; I can also proclaim, while sweeping my arms in a 180-degree arc so as to designate the whole room containing both audience and lectern, "Here is my God." I have four points about these two sentences. First, they are both instances of analogical discourse since they both signify analogically by means of a complex web of interlocking judgments, though the former is secular, noncontroversial discourse, while the latter is theological, disputed discourse. The first sentence is analogical discourse because we implicitly relate it in our minds to the very same sentence-"Here is my talk"-when it is used to refer to what comes out of my mouth while I am actually speaking. Because we understand the intrinsic relation between intelligible verbal sounds and intelligible written marks on pieces of paper, we spontaneously extend the meaning of the word "talk" by using it to make what we understand to be a true and literal, nonmetaphorical judgment: words on paper are truly my talk though they are not exactly the same reality as my spoken words. The word "talk" receives its extended meaning precisely by being understood and used in two different judgments about the real world which bear an intrinsic relation to one another; it does not possess its extended meaning beforehand all on its own. However, the second point says these two sentences are also quite different as instances of analogical discourse, since God is much more mysterious than any kind of talk whatsoever, is totally hidden from our powers of sensation, and is obscure to our powers of conceptualization. If we return for a moment to the two different significations of the first sentence, "Here is my talk," we note that only the fourth word, "talk," actually changes meaning from one context to the other; in both contexts, the word "here" refers to an area of space that can be pointed to, the word "is" retains its meaning of temporally limited existence, and the word "my" signifies something I possess as having been produced by me. But if we compare the first with the second sentence, we find that not only the word "God," but even the first three words of each sentence, together with the whole context in which they stand, demonstrated different semantic functions. Precisely because someone like Aquinas has already judged, within appropriate doxological and theological contexts, that God is a mysterious and loving being unproduced by me whose illimitable existence cannot be spatially or temporally constrained-because of the supposed truth of such judgmentsthe meanings of the first three words in each sentence cannot be the same. In the theological sentence, the word "here" cannot refer to a spatial area but rather to a Mystery who transcends space; the word "my" cannot refer to something I possess but rather to a gracious Being who possesses me; and the word "is" must not be limited to temporal existence.
The third point counters those who see a hidden core of univocity lurking in the meanings of the first three words of each sentence. They would be right if those meanings were first abstracted as concepts from our experience of God and creatures and then later predicated as generic meanings of God and creatures. But Thomas permits no latent univocal meanings, for we do not know what a concept really means once it has been extended to God, which is why he constantly applies the correctives of negative theology to the creaturely concepts we use to speak about God. He does not use such concepts because he sees how they apply to God's inner nature but because they are the best tools he can find for trying to speak the Inexpressible. Eschewing any prying into God's inner being, he would refuse the gambit of those who would try to force him to find common abstract meanings and content himself, as a negative theologian, with showing how God's perfections are not like ours.
Finally, however, Aquinas does think theological discourse can extend creaturely concepts so that they point to God and speak truthfully about God, even though they cannot give us insight into God and cannot be distilled down to reveal a common univocal meaning. At this point, those who think they detect a hidden equivocity lurking in the significations of the two sentences are deeply troubled: How can the theological sentence mean anything at all if there are no common meanings and if we do not know how our concepts apply to God? Aquinas will respond that, at the level of judgment, the theological sentence cannot be equivocal precisely because it is true, although it expresses its truth by projecting creaturely concepts toward an infinite mystery which remains absolutely inconceivable. Whereas he rejects univocity due to God's incomprehensibility, he repudiates equivocity on the grounds of the believer's ability to know some truth about God. In Aquinas's eyes, those who consider all speech about God to be inherently equivocal are reduced in the end to holding that we can never say anything true about God, even that God exists.
CONCLUSION
Aquinas's theory of God-talk, a subtle and nuanced view which hovers over the divine abyss between the crags of purely positive and purely negative theology, evinces Christianity's penchant for invoking and positively identifying a God who is at the same time essentially mysterious and hidden, a God who is neither univocally dissolved into us humans nor equivocally placed beyond every ability of ours to know and name in prayer and worship. Thomas's God-talk blends both the positive and the negative, but the positive is foundational for the negative, for God is the pure positivity of infinite Being who in creation has also acted positively on our behalf. This stance accords well with the views of other theologians who also see God as pure positivity, albeit in terms different from Aquinas's-Kasper, e.g., who sees God as pure and positive Love, or even Barth, who toward the end of his career finally admits that a God-talk based on the world of creation and redemption must have something positive to say if Christ is ultimately the positive "Yes" from God to that world and from that world to God.
Aquinas's analogy-based theological epistemology only escapes idolatrous univocity, however, to the degree that it is based on judgment rather than concept, is continually interpreted by the dialectics of negative theology, and is conscious that the concepts used in its true judgments about God cannot give us any insight into the inner nature of God. His theological epistemology gladly grasps, as the only viable alternative, the inescapable paradox that in all our theologizing we link judgmental truth with conceptual agnosticism.
Finally, Thomas's theological epistemology implies that when we talk about God, the very meanings of the words we use are somehow dependent upon what we hold to be true about God. From his perspective, our theological epistemology is ultimately based on the perceived truth-status of our foundational theological judgments, not the other way around. This suggests that the theory of God-talk to which we subscribe will always be indebted to the truths about God we hold dear.
